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Connecting the Wildflowers War of Flowers
edition. Register and login to connect to the
full version. The Wildflowers edition gives
you access to the full version, book covers
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Comments A private eye in trouble?

Consistent with traditional puzzle-solving
and creative reasoning by visual prompts,

three people of different ages find solutions
to problems with objects, psychology, and

palates. Plenty of pictures and a wide
variety of experiences allow children to

enter into games, join in conversation, and
try things out. This fun book is perfect for

introducing young children to the value of a
wonder-filled mind. The puzzle page

demonstrates a pleasing range of ways to
stimulate a child's mind and a parent's
imagination. 'My Dog Lickety split' is a
funny, silly picture book that teaches

children about copyright. It tells the story of
a father who buys his son a dog which he

insists he loves. He claims that he wants to
teach his son a lesson and that the dog
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needs to be punished. One day, the father is
walking along and comes upon a thief who's

been in his house. The thief asks for
something to eat. The father makes up a

story of a dog being injured in a fight, which
the father claims his dog won. This relieves
his conscience, and his son, as they put the
thief in the attic. At bedtime, the father tells

his son that the thief has been punished,
and that he had nothing to do with it. The
next morning, the father is disappointed to
find that his son did not find the thief. In the
evening, the father tells his son that the dog

has been punished and that he does have
something to do with it. The next day, the

father heads to the forest. He wants to show
his son that, even though the dog had been
punished, he did not have a hand in it. He
finds a robber and turns the robber into his
friend, a farmer. When the father returns
home, his son asks if the thief has been
punished. The father replies, 'Well, you'll

have to wait and see.' My son tells me that
he doesn't know what that means. It means,
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'Wait and see if the thief is punished.' 'Yeey,
terrific!' says the father. The Story of Fire is
an exciting and educational follow-up to A
Dog Is a Lucky Cat, beautifully illustrated

with photographs and collages by
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